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A HEAVENLY PROJECT 
DISCOVERS THE WORLD

On 5 July 2018, the Oronos Foundation was founded by three members: Marianne Amsler,

Eva Hemm and Stefan Sieberer. Irrespective of their different lifestyles, personalities and

countries of origin – Germany, Austria and Switzerland – they share a common vision: They

want to save our beautiful planet and support the animals and plants, children and people

living on it. A world in which humanity urgently needs help – because of unfairly distributed

resources, changing circumstances and the great challenges posed by living together – also

needs hearts that beat together and an awareness that translates visions into action.

As the saying goes: If we take a small step towards life, it meets us with many steps.

The universe is behind us.
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Become a part of a unique movement: The Oronos Foundation serves our Earth –

intercultural understanding, the protection of children, people, nature and animals.

We are building Peace Centres around the world because we believe that only a peaceful

community can ensure long-term survival on our planet. And because we believe that

peace and happiness are possible. 100% of the proceeds of and donations to the foundation

are poured into our projects and therefore into the future of the planet, for the benefit of

the children of this earth. The following pages describe what the Oronos Foundation does

for the world. And we are so pleased you decided to join us.

MAKE GOOD THINGS HAPPEN, GIVE HAPPINESS
True to the slogan, »Make one person happy every day, and you have changed the future

of this planet«, we are committed to a better world. A world in which we live together in

peace, respect and dignity. In which children can play and grow. And in which the valuable

resources of our earth are respected and preserved. 

WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL:
The members of the Foundation Board are as diverse and colourful as life itself. We are

united by the desire for cohesion and to be in harmony with the earth. The vision in our

hearts is so strong that we go beyond our own boundaries and turn visions into action,

whereby we trust in the power of the community, which is greater than ourselves.

GET INVOLVED AND JOIN US – EITHER ONCE-OFF OR CONTINUOUSLY 
EVERY CONTRIBUTION COUNTS AND EVERYONE IS WELCOME. 
Contact us – send us an email to info@oronos-stiftung.ch 

We can’t wait to hear from you!

FOR MORE HAPPINESS 
AND PEACE IN THE WORLD
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We know help starts with small steps. But that doesn't stop us from thinking big. These

are the projects we support:

HUMANITARIAN AID IN CRISIS AREAS:
• Humanitarian aid on site, in the event of disasters of all kinds 

• Supporting intercultural understanding for more peace and justice 

• Providing those in need with clean drinking water and food 

• Helping people to help themselves: Training in health prevention, 

setting up permacultures 

KNOWLEDGE, RESEARCH & SCHOOL:
• Trusting communication and solutions for a world of peace 

• Beehive maintenance and transfer of knowledge 

• The development of new school concepts that support our children 

in their personal abilities 

• The manufacture of natural remedies, such as essences, ointments, oils and teas

• Research and provision of sustainable, environmentally friendly energy

• Research and provision of clean drinking water and clean air 

FACILITIES & PEACE CENTRES AROUND THE GLOBE
• Peace Centres for the protection of people, animals, children and the earth 

• The establishment of children‘s houses to give street children a new future

• The provision of healthy vegan and vegetarian food 

• The provision of healthy non-GMO seeds for the protection of plants, soils and waters 

• Supporting and promoting peace projects all over the world

And so much more: www.oronos-stiftung.ch 

MATTERS OF THE HEART: THE 
ORONOS FOUNDATION’S MISSION
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Happiness increases when it is shared. That‘s why we‘re building Peace Centres all over

the world. Here are the three projects that accurately match our vision. Others will follow.

Perhaps also with your help ...?

ECUADOR – AN OASIS OF VITALITY
Where? The Peace Centre is located in Olon, in the Santa Elena region, and covers some

ten hectares of land with beautiful flowers and trees. It includes pastures, stables and

forage facilities for the animals and an intact housing complex with accommodation for 54

people. The Peace Centre is situated on a hill, only five minutes away from the sea.

Why? The land captivates with a flowering, living flora and fauna, a magical view and a

sunny location overlooking the sea. In addition to many species of birds and butterflies, it

is home to horses, ostriches, sheep, cows, ponies, ducks, chickens, peacocks, turkeys and

cats. A paradise for animal and plant conservation and a life in harmony with nature.

And what exactly? In addition to its commitment to nature conservation and environmental

protection, the Peace Centre is a place for people to live together in harmony. Climbing

walls for both the young and older, walks through the jungle over suspension bridges offer

fun and adventure. Playgrounds, table tennis and billiards invite you to play and linger in

the centre. It is also exciting to take the Flying Fox for a glide over the tree tops and to dive

into the refreshing pool after a beach volleyball match. The Peace Centre in Ecuador is an

oasis of vitality for children and adults.

PEACE CENTRES 
AROUND THE GLOBE:
ECUADOR
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PERU – CLEAN LIVING FOR A HEALTHIER YOU
Where? The Peace Centre in Peru is located right in the middle of the Amazon. 

Why? The security of the jungle supports your recovery process and helps you to find the

harmony within you. Healthy food, the natural environment in the immediate vicinity and

a special treatment regimen with Peruvian medicinal plants make this place a very special

healing centre. Free from distractions such as the Internet, mobile phones, televisions and

computers, people in the Peruvian Peace Centre can recover and rediscover themselves.

Attention: There is no electricity!

And what exactly? The Peace Centre in Peru offers drug-dependent

adolescents the opportunity to free themselves from their addictions.

The young people are supported by Don Agustin, Peru‘s highest ran-

king shaman, who guides them through healing plant ceremonies

and supports them with his many years of experience and healing

skills to find their way back to a healthy life. Shamans trained by Don

Agustin lovingly accompany the recovery process.

COSTA RICA – BEING YOURSELF CREATIVELY AND PLAYFULLY
Where? The Peace Centre in Costa Rica near Nicoya extends over ten hectares of land,

overlooking the vastness of the land and the sea.  

Why? This fertile land is home to mango and guanabana trees gro-

wing alongside other fruits. A river and two springs serve as water

supply and refresh people, animals and plants. This land radiates par-

ticular love and peace. Its natural environment is overwhelming and

varied.  

And what exactly? This place is suitable for seekers and creative

people who want to unfold and develop. The Peace Centre in Costa Rica is a wonderful

mirror that reflects our dormant abilities and divine potential. Discover your inner self.

There‘s hardly a more ideal place to bring the best in you to full flower.

Visit us and become a member of the Oronos community!

www.oronos-stiftung.ch

PEACE CENTRES 
AROUND THE GLOBE:
PERU & COSTA RICA
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THERE IS ALWAYS 
ENOUGH SPACE 

WHEREVER HAPPY PEOPLE 
LIVE TOGETHER IN PEACE.
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To ensure that our help is highly beneficial and actually reaches the individual, we are re-

sponsible for the following meaningful projects and would be pleased if we could count

on your support:

PROVIDE WARMTH:
If you walk through our big cities and pay attention, you will already have noticed that the

number of homeless people is increasing. People who have lost their homes – mostly for a

variety of reasons: because they have lost their jobs, became ill or because of other misfor-

tunes that forced them out of their homes. Especially in winter, but also at any other time

of the year, blankets are an important item for the homeless, giving them a little bit of

warmth and security. Provide warmth and support this project. With your help, we‘ll collect

blankets for the homeless. We’ll take care of the distribution – your small effort can make a

huge difference.

DOING GOOD IN COMMUNITY
WITH OTHERS: HELP THAT 
ARRIVES WHERE IT’S NEEDED
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MOBILE PHONE COLLECTION POINTS: 
Is your old mobile phone lying around in a drawer? Why not bring it to our mobile phone

collection point: By handing over your old device, you can ensure that it is disposed of in

environmentally friendly manner. On the other hand, you enable the Oronos Foundation

to invest the amount achieved in meaningful projects by recycling the valuable raw materials

in your device. Mobile phones that still work well are carefully reconditioned by our coope-

ration partner for people who cannot afford a device. And last, but not least, this campaign

creates more space in your drawers. Doing good has never been so easy!

PEACE CENTRES AROUND THE GLOBE:
With your support, we build peace centres all over the world (refer to »Peace Centres«).

We train people in establishing permacultures, cultivating non-GMO seeds and playing a

decisive role in promoting intercultural understanding. We build ovens so that people can

prepare food and help street children to find a home. There is so much to do in this world.

Together we can make a difference.

We are planning additional aid and crowd-funding projects, for which we are dependent

on active participation. Our homepage contains all the information on our projects under

www.oronos-stiftung.ch

DOING GOOD IN COMMUNITY
WITH OTHERS: HELP THAT 
ARRIVES WHERE IT’S NEEDED
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THE FOUNDATION BOARD –
THIS IS WHAT DRIVES US

MARIANNE AMSLER, 4.11.1956, PRESIDENT
I’m from Switzerland and live in Olten – between Basel, Zurich and Bern. This

is where I grew up, this is where I live and where I gave birth to two wonderful

sons. In various social and other professions, in the most varied of training, I

have always found new ways to accompany people. I pass on this knowledge

and this wealth of experience in my practice. Life has blessed me richly and

made me happy. To bring heaven to earth so that love shines in all people,

that is my vision. To live my life in deep happiness and to bring peace to the

world, that is my passion.

EVA HEMM, 28.10.1973, FOUNDATION MANAGEMENT
Born and raised in Munich, mother of three wonderful children. For a long

time I worked as a child carer in the alternative kindergarten I had founded

myself, in the crèche and at school.

I have always been deeply moved by and interested in people, life itself and

the fate of people. I am all the more happy to work for them worldwide as

part of the Oronos Foundation and to support them with all my love and vi-

tality. Life is so unique, precious and beautiful – something I want to share

with everyone. For my vision and because I love freedom, I now live in the

Rhön Mountains.

STEFAN SIEBERER, 15.02.1984, STRATEGY MANAGEMENT
Travelling for peace: I have been to war zones like Syria and at the border to

North Korea, in Fukushima and Chernobyl. Borders don’t exist for me. Nature,

animals and plants – and the happiness of humankind – are my passion. I love

to express my creativity – in the form of pictures, photos and in many other

ways. I see it as my mission to educate people and to accompany them on

their way to a healthy life with my love. I grew up on a small farm at an alti -

tude of 1,000 metres in the Salzburgerland – to go out into the world and

make a big difference.
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The Oronos Association is your chance to participate – in a great movement for a better

world. The Oronos Association promotes a responsible lifestyle and supports the Oronos

Foundation. 

You have the opportunity to directly support the foundation with a larger donation to help

realise projects such as the construction of peace centres. And you can become a member

of the Oronos Association, support the projects with a monthly donation and therefore 

directly influence the activities of the association. You will regularly receive newsletters, be

invited to the annual general meeting, can participate in the activities of the association

and the foundation and control projects with your vote. This is one way to design your 

favourite projects. However, the essential aspect is that you are committed to real change

in the world. Because we can only make a big difference together! 

With your membership, you support the work of the association and benefit the world.

Find out more about the Oronos Association: 

Visit our website at www.oronosverein.ch

ACTIVELY HELP TO SHAPE 
THE FUTURE OF MOTHER EARTH!
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The greater your authority, the more you can achieve: Use your presence today to

improve life for tomorrow. Support our projects and Peace Centres in the world. The

earth, children, animals and plants will thank you for it! It’s high time, but never too late.

Whether once-off or continuous, small or large – your donations are more than welcome. 

How to make it happen: Contact us. Together we can think about what your support

might look like and determine your favourite project. 

The Oronos Foundation

c/o Betschart Treuhand, Kapuzinerweg 16, CH-6460 Altdorf

Phone +49 (0) 661 38000 221, E-Mail info@oronos-stiftung.ch

Support the construction of peace centres with donations from € 10.000 

to the Oronos Foundation:

As reference, please enter »Peace Centres Donation«.

Every donation counts! Transfer smaller amounts up to € 10.000 to the 

Oronos Association:

As reference, please enter »Projects Donation«.

Would you like to become a member of the Oronos Association? Then please go to

our website www.oronosverein.ch and complete the Online form. We can’t wait to hear

from you!

Any questions regarding the Oronos Foundation? We are here for you. Call us under 

+49 (0) 661 38000 221, email us at info@oronos-stiftung.ch and visit our website at

www.oronos-stiftung.ch.

MAKE GOOD THINGS HAPPEN, 
GIVE HAPPINESS!

COMMIT YOURSELF 
TO A BETTER WORLD

CHF Account     89-215119-2     IBAN CH46 0900 0000 8921 5119 2     BIC POFICHBEXXX
EUR Account     91-764454-9     IBAN CH40 0900 0000 9176 4454 9     BIC POFICHBEXXX

CHF Account     5552.0408.2001     IBAN Ll61 0880 0555 2040 82001    BIC   LILALI2X
EUR Account     5552.0408.2002     IBAN Ll34 0880 0555 2040 82002    BIC   LILALI2X
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The higher your popularity, the more you can have a say in the rules of this world, and the

more effective your involvement for a better world. Our aid projects need people speaking

with one voice. People who can affect action and who care about the success of a relief

project. Popularity has many facets. Some of these facets are complicated. The ability to af-

fect action is one of the best, however. Reaching out to people who would not listen other-

wise. To stand up and take action on behalf of those who are unable to speak for themselves

or those without opportunity. We are facing tremendous challenges! Animals, plants, and

people; the earth, human interaction, happiness, freedom, peace – there are so many per-

manent values worthwhile supporting. And wouldn’t it be nice to get involved in just such

a project of the heart? To lend your name to this project? To do good? To use your voice

to reach many?

Find a project that is close to your heart whose ambassador you would like to be. We will

cater to how this will look like exactly to match your needs, wishes and capacities. A

project frequently sparks compassion and interest on its own. We will help you find exactly

the project you feel comfortable with and that you can fully support. 

Use your voice and become an ambassador: Contact us: 

Telephone +49 (0) 661 38000 221, E-mail info@oronos-stiftung.ch. 

Your personal information and everything you tell us will be treated with utmost confiden-

tiality. Please enter »Ambassador« as the keyword when you first contact us.

TAKE ACTION IN THIS WORLD – 
BECOME AN AMBASSADOR
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